
For canceling of Korpiklaani band performance in Vilnius and for harm to other metal 
concerts you may give thanks to this person!... 

Name: Jonas
Computer IP 78.63.168.14
Ferrum.lt et al. nickname: SynnRyder
Hell-music.lt nickname: Sol_Invictus
E-mail: supistasreikalas@yahoo.com (words "supistas reikalas" mean "a fuckin' thing" in 
Lithuanian).

FACTS
(All is translated in English)

His posts in Hell-music.lt forum, topic „KORPIKLAANI 09-03-11“:

Sol_Invictus  80% chance:

Sol_Invictus

True senbuvis 

And I very much doubt that this shitfolk band will come and play 
in that concert.I won‘t expound my arguments as yet, but we will 
live – we will see. 80% that they won’t play in this festival.

Žinučių: 672 2009-01-10 17:04

Sol_Invictus „you will have to apologize“:

Sol_Invictus

True senbuvis 

„Shitinvictus‘ estimation hereof is least important :D 
Joke :D“

If they won‘t come – you will have to apologize and 
to add word SHIT to your nick :).

Žinučių: 672 2009-01-10 17:51

Sol_Invictus „In the case of this concert I don‘t see any reason to do a pig for somebody. Especially 
during these March 11 commemorations“:

Sol_Invictus

True senbuvis 

Not at all:
„Regarding Sol_Invictus 80% that they won‘t come 
I have hypothesis that mister SI writes appellant 
letters to the band with text like this „fascists 
organizers, fascists will play, fascists the audience – 
don‘t go“, I don‘t see another variant.“
Hypothesis...I also have many hypothesis,but don‘t 
blame the people if I don‘t have proofs,furthermore 
there is no reason for that.And I said only my 

http://www.hell-music.lt/forumas/naudotojas/80/
http://www.hell-music.lt/forumas/naudotojas/80/
http://www.hell-music.lt/forumas/naudotojas/80/
http://mail.ibt.lt/src/compose.php?send_to=supistasreikalas@yahoo.com


guess.There have already been unpleasantness with 
this band when they should arrive to Lithuania.There 
are reliable bands and those who not.Need 
examples ? Two canceled concerts of 
GORGOROTH and DARK FUNERAL. 
CARPATHIAN FOREST...
„But if at the last minute the message from 
Korpklaani will be received that they cancel gig, 
because they got info that concert For Homeland is 
„fascists activity“ you will know who should be 
blamed.“
Again lie and casting dirt, based on speculations. 
The band itself decides where to play, but not 
Sol_Invictus or someone else.
„Heard the rumours that SI already has the 
experience in writing of similar blackmails.“
True.I wrote one mail to NAPALM DEATH 
management doing agency.But it was related with 
stressful relationships with Ferrum crew at that time 
and with desire „to make a shit“ on them.In the case 
of this concert I don‘t see any reason to do a pig for 
somebody. Especially during these March 11 
commemorations.

Žinučių: 672 Edited 1 t. (last: 2009-01-15 11:28

Comment: Later this person began to wrote mails to Korpiklaani band management agencies, one 
of these messages is given below...
Its only the half of it. Next: 
Topic: „Jubiliejinis dešimtasis koncertas TĖVYNEI - Tūkstantmetis“ („The tenth anniversary 
concert FOR HOMELAND – Millenary“)

Sol_Invictus is joking about Månegarm:

Sol_Invictus

True senbuvis 

80% that they won‘t come :)

Žinučių: 672 2009-02-11 22:47
theFallen

True senbuvis 

Did you send the mail again?

Žinučių: 904 užvakar, 00:05
shomei He wanted to joke maybe...

http://www.hell-music.lt/forumas/naudotojas/3201/
http://www.hell-music.lt/forumas/naudotojas/1598/
http://www.hell-music.lt/forumas/naudotojas/80/
http://www.hell-music.lt/forumas/1/2240/


Senbuvis 
Žinučių: 283 užvakar, 00:21

Comment: This post about 80% canceling of Månegarm band is written soon after sending e-mail 
to Månegarm management agency from his computer... (showed below).
We checked that IP from which those blackmailing messages are written, sought in the Google as 
suggested that person and ... the result is given below, you may ascertain yourselves... 

His posts in Ferrum.lt forum, topic „Jubiliejinis dešimtasis koncertas TĖVYNEI - 
TŪKSTANTMETIS!“ („The tenth anniversary concert FOR HOMELAND – MILLENARY“):

Synn_Ryder about the poster (BUT HE IS NOT AGAINST THE EVENT) and about the bands, 
which chooses where to play themselves:
SynnRyder
Forumo 
aktyvistas

Parašyta: 2009.01.20 12:03 : IP: 78.63.168.14               
Organizers will have troubles with such posters.At least I think so.All it looks stupid.Plus 
somebody can engage on you for fonmetation of enmity due to few sentences.I am not against 
the event, only it is strange,when organizers themselves(in this case) provoke interest of both 
the media and other stupid institutions such as Security Department.These will find reason to 
fuck at, exusing, whenever.    

_________________
Wimps and Posers, Leave the Hall!!! 

Most tasty dish for the lithuanian: Lithuanian man

Gandras
Aktyvus 
dalyvis

Parašyta: 2009.01.20 12:13 : IP: 194.126.252.241     
80% that won‘t come, 
organizers will have troubles with such posters.

Why Monsieur always does such gloomy prognoses?
_________________
Lithuania our land

SynnRyder
Forumo 
aktyvistas

Parašyta: 2009.01.20 12:19 : IP: 78.63.168.14         
Therefore Gandras that "SUPER DUPER STATUS" bands also look with who to play.Lowk don‘t 
you think that they are so stupid and sign contracts with anybody.And don‘t seek for inside 
enemies here.They decide themselves where to go and play and where not.The answer why I 
gave such percent you found in Hell-Music.
_________________
Wimps and Posers, Leave the Hall!!! 

Most tasty dish for the lithuanian: Lithuanian man

Synn_Ryder logically explains 80% chance Korpiklaani won‘t come:

http://www.ferrum.lt/phpbb/viewtopic.php?t=11280&start=30&postdays=0&postorder=asc&highlight=
http://www.ferrum.lt/phpbb/viewtopic.php?t=11280&start=30&postdays=0&postorder=asc&highlight=
http://www.ferrum.lt/phpbb/viewtopic.php?p=352494#352494
http://www.ferrum.lt/phpbb/viewtopic.php?t=11280&postdays=0&postorder=asc&start=30#top#top
http://www.ferrum.lt/phpbb/profile.php?mode=viewprofile&u=1094
http://www.ferrum.lt/phpbb/viewtopic.php?p=352496#352496
http://www.ferrum.lt/phpbb/viewtopic.php?t=11280&postdays=0&postorder=asc&start=30#top#top
http://www.ferrum.lt/phpbb/profile.php?mode=viewprofile&u=1029
http://www.ferrum.lt/phpbb/viewtopic.php?p=352499#352499
http://www.ferrum.lt/phpbb/viewtopic.php?t=11280&postdays=0&postorder=asc&start=30#top#top
http://www.ferrum.lt/phpbb/profile.php?mode=viewprofile&u=1094


SynnRyder
Forumo 
aktyvistas

Parašyta: 2009.02.02 21:51 : IP: 78.63.168.14     
Again beginning theories and seeking for guilty if those Finns won‘t come? Shunsnukis is really 
not my clone.I had only one bot with stupid nick, which is known for everybody.Moreover I still 
suppose,as I declared in Hell-Music, that this band 80% won‘t appear.Too short time was to 
coordinate all recalling topic about the best Finland band.Furthermore there is no information 
about the gig nor in MySpace, nor in Official page,although its likely organizers have already 
matched the details.Then if all is ok I don‘t see a reason to unannounce it in their page, but it 
is not done.
_________________
Wimps and Posers, Leave the Hall!!! 

Most tasty dish for the lithuanian: Lithuanian man

Synn_Ryder explains who wrote the blackmail to Korpiklaani band and blames Gandras generating plot 
theories:

SynnRyder
Forumo 
aktyvistas

Parašyta: 2009.02.03 11:05 : IP: 78.63.168.14     
You are stupid Gandras all through all ends.Blackmail done by Lithuanian gay community, 
Lithuanian jews union and Catholic church.You fucked me up with your ratiocinations.
_________________
Wimps and Posers, Leave the Hall!!! 

Most tasty dish for the lithuanian: Lithuanian man

Gandras
Aktyvus 
dalyvis

Parašyta: 2009.02.03 11:12 : IP: 194.126.252.241     
But it seems to me that’s you and not only to me. Your fingerprint. I hope that organizers will 
publish blackmailer‘s letter, such interesting should be, so far as I understand from tales.
_________________
Lithuania our land

SynnRyder
Forumo 
aktyvistas

Parašyta: 2009.02.03 11:21 : IP: 78.63.168.14     
What fingerprint ? You call me schizophrenic,but you are yourself.You always must have been 
seeing all sort of theories , blackmailers and who is not with us that is against us. 
_________________
Wimps and Posers, Leave the Hall!!! 

Most tasty dish for the lithuanian: Lithuanian man

Gandras
Aktyvus 
dalyvis

Parašyta: 2009.02.03 11:29 : IP: 194.126.252.241     
Blackmailing letter was written and yet quite nasty. Korpiklaani sent to organizers the content 
of the letter. Knowing that blackmailing is not foreign to you, you are suspect No. 1
_________________
Lithuania our land

SynnRyder
Forumo 
aktyvistas

Parašyta: 2009.02.03 12:01 : IP: 78.63.168.14     
Cha,cha.Rave further with your theories plucked out of the air.Who is the second suspect? 
Jews? And the third? Maybe STT ?
_________________
Wimps and Posers, Leave the Hall!!! 

Most tasty dish for the lithuanian: Lithuanian man
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Synn_Ryder cites Dangus.net and complains that „I am being crucified although NOBODY KNOWS 
ANYTHING“:

SynnRyder
Forumo 
aktyvistas

Parašyta: 2009.02.03 21:11 : IP: 78.63.168.14         
To Speigas.All here in Ferrum knows that case with ND some time ago.Leastwise the old-
timers.Its not any secret.Only you forgot to note that now I am suspected without any reason.I 
can cite myself what I wrote in Dangus.net 

Citation:

ugn wrote: 

Nikas D. wrote: 

Its written in ferrum that Korpiklaani received blackmailing letter. It would be 

interesting to read it. 

And somehow even could be understood who did it. how is there in ferrum forum, 

don‘t arise suspiciousness? at least earlier hereof one metalheadic person liked to 

write there shits about one or other organizers to bands... 

Here is Jonas and I think, Ugnius,that you want to name me.It is not need to fake.I 

never hid that such thing was with NAPALM DEATH,but then was strained situation 

with Ferrum team and I wanted to shit on them(I don‘t even hide it).But ND came.In 

this case somebody seeks for scapegoat and using that past situation. I can‘t stay 

away when draffs are poured over me and is casting by such offences.

Look how many unweighed charges to my address and no rational explanation but only 
deliriums,blackmailing and speculations.
_________________
Wimps and Posers, Leave the Hall!!! 

Most tasty dish for the lithuanian: Lithuanian man

speigas
Forumo 
aktyvistas

Parašyta: 2009.02.03 21:20 : IP: 84.240.25.208     
There, Jonas, I personally don‘t care in the concrete you wrote or somebody else. Merely its 
ugly fact that somebody can try to harm a small gig organizers circle in the such way. And the 
worst that it is already becoming a tradition. 

But, that korpi won‘t be present, only glad. Except of Thundertale, don‘t be afraid of this word-
serious bands and these jokers with their drunk pseudopolkas. I hope that changes will be only 
to the advantage.

http://www.ferrum.lt/phpbb/viewtopic.php?t=11280&postdays=0&postorder=asc&start=150#top#top
http://www.ferrum.lt/phpbb/profile.php?mode=viewprofile&u=1094
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http://www.ferrum.lt/phpbb/viewtopic.php?t=11280&postdays=0&postorder=asc&start=210#top#top
http://www.ferrum.lt/phpbb/profile.php?mode=viewprofile&u=1094
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http://www.ferrum.lt/phpbb/profile.php?mode=viewprofile&u=50


SynnRyder
Forumo 
aktyvistas

Parašyta: 2009.02.03 21:28 : IP: 78.63.168.14         
Citata:

There, Jonas, I personally don‘t care in the concrete you wrote or somebody else. 

Merely its ugly fact that somebody can try to harm a small gig organizers circle in 

the such way. And the worst that it is already becoming a tradition.

Of course, the fact is ugly and infamous.And all this stirabout began from discussion in Hell-
Music when I answered to one character with nick ASTAROTH from Šiauliai post(He also heard 
something about their canceling).But after that the offensive began over me based on 
speculations and rumours.That how to react and feel if you are already being crucified although 
nobody knows anything?
_________________
Wimps and Posers, Leave the Hall!!! 

Most tasty dish for the lithuanian: Lithuanian man

Synn_Ryder will jug idiots, if you have childs they will become orphans and your women will be fucked by 
others:

SynnRyder
Forumo 
aktyvistas

Parašyta: 2009.02.16 01:19 : IP: 78.63.168.14     
Citation:

Regards to Jonas from Alytaus! 

Regards from Dzūkija.Prepare „hardtacks“.There is the law,and many idiots have previous 
convictions left.Begorra, I will jug if there will be violent hits.Your “biographies“ will speak 
about you themselves.Somebody there yet has childs? They will become orphans, because their 
parents don‘t have mind.And your women will be fucked by others.
_________________
Wimps and Posers, Leave the Hall!!! 

Beat The SCUM

His post in Dangus.net forum, topic „TĖVYNEI“ („FOR HOMELAND“):

http://www.dangus.net/forumas/viewtopic.php?t=7443&start=16&postdays=0&postorder=asc&highlight=
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G02fyEx7wH8
http://www.hell-music.lt/forumas/1/2221/1/
http://www.hell-music.lt/forumas/1/2221/1/
http://www.ferrum.lt/phpbb/viewtopic.php?p=355245#355245
http://www.ferrum.lt/phpbb/viewtopic.php?t=11280&postdays=0&postorder=asc&start=210#top#top
http://www.ferrum.lt/phpbb/profile.php?mode=viewprofile&u=1094
http://www.ferrum.lt/phpbb/viewtopic.php?p=357578#357578
http://www.ferrum.lt/phpbb/viewtopic.php?t=11280&start=330#top#top
http://www.ferrum.lt/phpbb/profile.php?mode=viewprofile&u=1094


SynnRyder

Prisijungė: 
2009 01 06
Pranešimai: 
5

Parašytas: Antr. 02 03, 2009 7:28 pm    Rašyti temą: 

ugn rašo:

Nikas D. rašo:

Its written in ferrum that Korpiklaani received blackmailing letter. It would be 

interesting to read it.

And somehow even could be understood who did it. how is there in ferrum forum, 

don‘t arise suspiciousness? at least earlier hereof one metalheadic person liked to 

write there shits about one or other organizers to bands...

Here is Jonas and I think, Ugnius,that you want to name me.It is not need to fake.I never hid 
that such thing was with NAPALM DEATH,but then was strained situation with Ferrum team 
and I wanted to shit on them(I don‘t even hide it).But ND came.In this case somebody seeks 
for scapegoat and using that past situation. I can‘t stay away when draffs are poured over me 
and is casting by such offences.

Atgal į 
viršų  
 

Comment: In that situation and constantly sheeting down anonymous blackmails on March 11 
event and its organizers, it was checked, who really writes blackmailing letters to abroad bands. 
Read anonymous person mails and compare IP address of computer from which they were written…

ANONYMOUS BLACKMAILING MESSAGES TO KORPIKLAANI 
AND MÅNEGARM:

KORPIKLAANI

There were a few other emails, but those was quite similar with this:

>> Von: Ff Ff [mailto:supistasreikalas@yahoo.com]
>> Gesendet: Sonntag, 25. Januar 2009 15:55
>> Betreff: Warning about Lithuanian Gig
>>
>> Hello.I wrote to you one letter about warning about Lithuanian 
>> gig.this gig is organized by bikers club VORAI (They support neonazi 
>> and skinheads movement here).Also as I mentioned earlier there play 
>> NEONAZI band DIKTATURA. Check  this link www.diktatura.com .
>> See Gig Poster (I'll translate few sentencies)
>> THIS GIG DO NOT SUPPORT(It means ENEMIES)
>> Lithuanian catholic church
>> LITHUANIAN JEWISH COMUNITY
>> HUMAN RIGHTS INSTITUTE
>> LITHUANIAN GAY COMUNITY
>> So Please DO NOT SUPPORT NAZI SCUM.OTHERWISE Your band get negative 
>> reaction in whole world....

http://mail.ibt.lt/src/compose.php?send_to=supistasreikalas@yahoo.com
http://www.dangus.net/forumas/viewtopic.php?t=7443&start=16#top#top
http://www.dangus.net/forumas/viewtopic.php?t=7443&start=16#top#top
http://www.dangus.net/forumas/viewtopic.php?p=87684#87684
http://www.dangus.net/forumas/posting.php?mode=quote&p=87684
http://www.dangus.net/forumas/profile.php?mode=viewprofile&u=3069
http://www.dangus.net/forumas/privmsg.php?mode=post&u=3069


Comment: It is just pure blackmail. All perfectly know that VORAI are definitely NOT nazi nor 
communist nor other shit supporters! They have no relations with any politics at all. Diktatūra is 
PATRIOTIC metal band, this information is given in all metal music portals and all mass media 
describing this band. Those „sentences“ from one of initial variants of the poster are intentionally 
translated wrong – conversely (it should be „Gig is not commercially supported BY“). It certainly 
does NOT mean „enemies“ as that person wrote. There was only noted that catholic church and 
some other official organizations are not commercial supporters of the event keeping copyrights of 
historical reproduction used (some picture details are interpreted using church and monastery 
frescos of the year 1009 event and are quite similar to some another widely used historical 
reproductions). Of course, there is also a little joke, but it does not offend anyone...
In fact, this anonymous is trying to blackmail KORPIKLAANI too - his e-mail's last sentence 
"OTHERWISE Your band get negative reaction in whole world...." was understood as "if You 
(KORPIKLAANI) dare to show up in this gig in LITHUANIA, I'll put so much shit about You in 
the internet worldwide, just wait and see..."  This is not the way things should work we guess.

We are disappointed that Korpiklaani management agencies (mostly in Germany) were scared by 
blackmailing threats of this anonymous person and recommended to cancel Korpiklaani appearance 
in Vilnius on March 11th Gig. Despite the band doubted the blackmail we didn‘t want to make them 
any troubles and did not urge to reconsider this desicion. We don‘t hide that the event suffered 
losses due this canceling and at first morally, because many people who wish to see this Finnish 
metal band in Vilnius were dissapointed.

MÅNEGARM

Comment: This anonymous e-mail below is sent after 1 hour 40 min. after appearance of the link in 
Ferrum.lt forum to MÅNEGARM page with information about their appearance as headlining band 
on March 11th Gig in Vilnius... Together with absurd accusation being nazis there was also added 
some videos that is also pure blackmail, because Gig organizers are not related to events showed. It 
is interesting fact that finally anonymous author appeared to be involved in the foundation of some 
nazi organization himself... 

Subject:  WARNING!!! Manegarm play in Nazi organized gig 2009.03.11
From:  "Ff Ff" <supistasreikalas@yahoo.com>
Date:  Tue, February 10, 2009 10:29 pm

To:  contact@blastcorpsepromotion.de
Priority:  Normal
Options:  View Full Header |  View Printable Version  | Download this as a file

Hello.I must warn your agency and band MANEGARM because you'll be fooled by
organizers(Nazis) and play in Neonazi organized gig.If you do not believe me ask
band KORPIKLAANI why they cancealed date  this year.Gig Booker Slibinas played 
in Nazi-racist band DIKTATURA.Here links :

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diktatura

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diktatura
http://mail.ibt.lt/src/download.php?absolute_dl=true&passed_id=2853&ent_id=2.1&mailbox=INBOX&sort=6&startMessage=31&show_more=0&passed_ent_id=2
javascript:printFormat();
http://mail.ibt.lt/src/view_header.php?mailbox=INBOX&passed_id=2853&passed_ent_id=2


http://www.diktatura.com

Also check out these videos.All these neo-nazis going to this Tevynei Gig 
2008.The same will be this year,because organizers support this march.They shout 
Lithuania for Lithuanians,Juden Raus.I hope you'll understand situation and do 
not support nazi movement here.Also please do not say from where you'll got this 
email and info because they hunt people here in Vilnius.You better contact 
KORPIKLAANI band.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kLmLXw-Crh4

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eo2WEG2HB_Q

Thanks for your time.

Lithuanian Antifascist Action.

Detailed information about this message (fragment):

Message-ID: <736224.30532.qm@web112209.mail.gq1.yahoo.com>

Received: from [78.63.168.14] by web112209.mail.gq1.yahoo.com via HTTP; 
Tue, 10 Feb 2009 12:29:03 PST
X-Mailer: YahooMailRC/1155.45 YahooMailWebService/0.7.260.1
Date: Tue, 10 Feb 2009 12:29:03 -0800 (PST)
From: Ff Ff <supistasreikalas@yahoo.com>
Subject: WARNING!!! Manegarm play in Nazi organized gig 2009.03.11
To: contact@blastcorpsepromotion.de
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="0-2104174163-1234297743=:30532"

 
Proof: Blackmailing messages to Korpiklaani and Månegarm bands are sent from the same e-mail 
supistasreikalas@yahoo.com and the same computer with IP 78.63.168.14 (showed by red 
color in given detailed message fragment). It is a personal computer of the person named above 
(Jonas, internet nicknames SynnRyder and Sol_Invictus), from which also the cited posts to various 
forums were written. It is confirmed by several different ways. There is also very simple test – type 
this IP address into Google and you will access to the same Ferrum.lt forum SynnRyder posts...

After ascertaining the author of anonymous messages we interested in this personality, because it 
concerns not only this Gig and its organizers, but also all Lithuanian metal scene.

Do you know that ...

This famous fighter against racizm and nacizm metalhead Jonas-Sol_Invictus-Syn-Ryder 
approximately 8 year ago was ... bald-headed, called himself skinhead and declared he is a 
founder of organization „Blood&Honor“ in Lithuania. By the way, other skinheads rated him 
sceptical, therefore his organization did not attain any associates. There were also rumours that 
some skinheads even slaped him once or twice. Most likely from those times the founder of 
Lithuania‘s Blood&Honor keeps this anger inside.

http://mail.ibt.lt/src/compose.php?send_to=supistasreikalas@yahoo.com
http://mail.ibt.lt/src/compose.php?send_to=contact@blastcorpsepromotion.de
http://mail.ibt.lt/src/compose.php?send_to=supistasreikalas@yahoo.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eo2WEG2HB_Q
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kLmLXw-Crh4
http://www.diktatura.com/


 
He is constantly trying to make problems for other people - he's constantly totally drunk in gigs, 
often gets into fights during gigs and is a pain in the ass for security guys who usually are the same
bikers VORAI. We suppose that is why he hates them and tries to make problems for them as well.

This subject is characterized by inadequate behaviour – he is too nervous, suffers from fits of anger 
etc. In the reality he is a complete coward, many times he has run away from conflicts provoked by 
himself, apologized for it, „crowled to somebody ass“ trying to excuse for something and changed 
his „creed“ often.

This person was trying to screw NAPALM DEATH gig in VILNIUS, LITHUANIA back in 
2006 organized by "FERRUM MUZIKOS PROJEKTAI". He wrote the same kind of e-mail 
(as he's written to Korpiklaani and Manegarm) to NAPALM DEATH's agent MARC and 
tried to blackmail the organizers at the time. MARC talked to the organizers 
"FERRUM MUZIKOS PROJEKTAI" and they explained to him that it was just pure 
blackmail and NAPALM DEATH came and played here without any problem. Afterwards 
the person himself confessed he was trying to make the gig cancelled just in 
order to make harm for the organizers for no reason at all. Unfortunately, we 
can only guess about canceling of another Gigs. The fact is the person mentioned 
here and presenting himself as „metal music expert“ blackmailed many Lithuania‘s 
metal Gigs organizers. We suppose that he will do it in future, too... 

Comments of organizers:

The person described here perfectly knows that "nazi" thing is quite vulnerable topic for any band 
and he is trying to use it in his own way blackmailing other people he doesn't like for the reasons 
known only to him. We think it is not fair that some asshole is blackmailing other people and 
deciding who's to come to play in Lithuania and who's not. By making this information public we 
want to help abroad metal bands, which will be invited to play in Lithuania in future and will be 
threatened by this trying-to-be-anonymous blackmailer forcing them to decide what to do: to help 
our METAL community or to help the sick person who wants to destroy it.

We consider that there are enough facts to make sure for whom you can be grateful for one of the 
most famous Finland band canceling here in Vilnius. We won‘t announce another information, 
because „every person has the right to private life“. We also won‘t comment this person‘s postscript 
in the Ferrum.lt forum „Most tasty dish for the lithuanian: Lithuanian man“, because he changed it 
himself at last. We are not going to punish this man or to exact from him repayment of event losses, 
because we doubt if he is mentally normal.
 

DECISION
From this time forward this person (Jonas, internet nicknames SynnRyder, 
Sol_Invictus, e-mail supistasreikalas@yahoo.com) entrance to 
ALL events organized or guarded by club VORAI MC is BANNED. We 

http://mail.ibt.lt/src/compose.php?send_to=supistasreikalas@yahoo.com


suggest to other metal Gigs organizers to do the same. We consider that the 
person who prevents hundreds of other people to see the performances of 
their favorite bands, laying and constantly blackmailing organizers of 
Lithuanian metal scene, bands and Gigs, is unwanted in ANY Lithuanian 
metal music event.


